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ERROR LOCATION APPARATUS AND METHODS 

DOCUMENTS INCORPORATED BY 
REFERENCE 

R. C. Bose and D. K. Ray-Chaudhuri, “On a Class of 
Error Correcting Binary Group Codes,” INFORMA 
TION AND CONTROL, Volume 3, Pages 68-79 
(1960), is incorporated for the description of so-called 
BCH cyclic block code type of error detection and 
correction codes. 
Elwyn and Berlekamp, ALGEBRAIC CODING 

THEORY, McGrawHill, 1968, Pages 241-272, is incor 
porated for discussion on linearized and af?ne polyno 
mials. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The subject invention relates to error location and 
correction apparatus and methods particularly useful 
for locating and correcting multiple symbols in error. 
Error detection and correction apparatus and meth 

ods have been used in connection with data processing 
and af?liated operations for ensuring high data integrity 
necessary for achieving precise and correct results. 
Included in these error detection and correction proce 
dures are so-called cyclic block codes, such as described 
by Bose et a1, supra. The block codes can either be to 
the base 2 (binary) or to some other base (nonbinary). In 
a preferred implementation of the present invention, 
nonbinary BCH codes are used, no limitation thereto 
intended. J 

A particular application of the invention relates to 
utilization of data storage in a storage medium. In gen 
eral, data to be recorded in the storage medium is sub 
jected to encoding procedures which append a plurality 
of check characters to the data to be recorded. There 
are two check characters for each symbol to be cor 
rected. For example, if three symbols are to be detected, 
six check characters are used. The six check characters 
are the remainder polynomial produced by dividing 
X6I(x) by the code’s generator polynomial; I(x) is the 
data signal sequence being encoded for error detection 
and correction. The six check characters are a single 
remainder R(x) resulting from the division process. 

Locating one symbol in error follows known straight 
forward techniques. However, when multiple symbols, 
particularly more than two symbols in error, are desired 
to be corrected in a set of data signals, then error loca 
tion procedures and apparatus can become unduly com 
plicated. Considerable time may be required for locat 
ing the symbols in error. In a storage medium, it is 
highly desirable that the location and correction of 
errors occur in a time period not exceeding the elapsed 
time required for reading a set of data signals from a 
record medium. This imposes severe constraints on the 
designer in that costs have to be carefully controlled. 
One example of an attempt for reducing time in location 
errors is a so-called “Chien” search. The Chien search is 
an algorithmic approach which, on the average, can 
locate errors rather rapidly. However, there are worst 
case situations wherein the time consumed for error 
location may cause the error correction apparatus to 
take more time than the transmission time of one data 
set. Accordingly, the Chien search is not satisfactory 
for the purposes enunciated above. In avoiding the 
Chien search, one of the dif?culties in error location is 
the solution of simultaneous nonlinear equations, there 
being one equation for each of the roots to be identi?ed. 
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2 
The solution to the simultaneous equations and the 
calculations of the roots for generating error location 
symbols must proceed in a predetermined manner such 
that elapsed time for both error locations and error 
correction can be predicted with certainty for achieving 
error location and correction within one transmission 
cycle. It is also desirable to use the same mechanisms for 
error correction irrespective of the number of symbols 
in error. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the invention to provide an enhanced 
error location and correction apparatus and method. 
For an error locating decoder, means receive a given 

number of data symbols and 2N check symbols de?nea 
ble as being a given remainder polynomial, N being a 
positive integer. A decoder generates 2N error syn 
dromes using the received symbols and based upon a 
predetermined generator polynomial. Means indicate 
the number of symbols in error up to N. The invention 
enhances the above apparatus by locating and correct 
ing more than two symbols in error by adding means for 
converting an error location polynomial into an af?ne 
polynomial. Means then test the constant term of the 
af?ne polynomial for Trace (k)=0 to assure roots exist 
in the ?eld of interest. Means select which root symbols 
exhibit a predetermined Trace function and combine 
the root symbols with the syndrome symbols for indi 
cating error location in a predictive time period. 
Apparatus embodying the invention may include a 

GF(2’7) ?eld element processor providing a plurality of 
output registers such as for holding product sum, invert, 
decimal, and root. A plurality of buffers are intercon 
nected between the ?eld element processor and the 
output registers all controlled by a sequence control 
which sequences the ?eld element processor operations 
to achieve the results stated in the paragraph above. In 
another version of the invention, a log/anti-log store is 
added to a conventional processor with the error loca 
tion procedures being program initiated with the log 
/anti-log store converting the ?nite ?eld vectors into 
logarithmic form for reducing multiplication and inver 
sion times. In another version, the roots of the error 
location procedures are predicted; and table look-up 
apparatus identi?es the roots for locating the symbols in 
error by back substitution of the table look-up roots into 
error location polynomial apparatus. Both versions 
implement the same algebraic functions. 
An af?ne polynomial is a special form of a linearized 

polynomial of a ?nite ?eld. Speci?cally, an af?ne poly 
nomial is a linearized polynomial minus a constant 
wherein the constant equals the 0 vector. In a preferred 
form of the invention, the apparatus realizes a reduced 
form of an af?ne polynomial wherein for correctible 
errors the constant of the af?ne polynomial has the 
algebraic Trace function 6. T) is an all-O ?eld element or 
vector. Whenever this reduced form guarantees unique 
roots within the ?eld of interest, Trace (k)=0 apparatus 
realizing a reduced af?ne polynomial enables predicting 
roots for two, three, four, etc., symbols in error. 
The foregoing and other objects, features, and advan 

tages of the invention will become apparent from the 
following more particular description of the preferred 
embodiment, as illustrated in the accompanying draw 
mg. 
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THE DRAWING 

FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic showing of apparatus which 
may advantageously employ the present invention. 
FIG. 2 is a block signal ?ow diagram of apparatus 

employing the invention and operable with the FIG. 1 
illustrated apparatus. 
FIG. 3 is a combined signal flow and block diagram 

of a sequence control for timing the operations of the 
FIG. 2 illustrated apparatus. 
FIG. 4 is a diagram showing the layout for codeword 

data in a buffer. 
FIG. 5 is a block signal ?ow diagram of a ?eld ele 

ment processor usable with the FIG. 2 illustrated appa 
ratus. 

THEORY OF OPERATION 

The invention is described in terms of a nonbinary 
BCH code, distance seven, no limitation thereto in 
tended. For example, to locate and correct four symbols 
in error a distance nine code would be used. The code 
symbols are taken from the ?nite ?eld GF(2“). As used 
herein, the term “a’” is a primitive element of this ?nite 
?eld such that the code set includes all polynomials set 
forth below: 

F(x) yields roots at", a‘, a2, a3, a‘, a5 

As a result of the above, the generator polynomial is: 

The term F(x) is a multiple of g(x), mod/ulo GF(24), 
based upon modulo 2 arithmetic. 
The number of check symbols is six and the number 

of information-bearing symbols can be nine. The code 
words to be transmitted to and from storage are gener 
ated in a known manner for appending the check sym 
bols to the information-bearing symbols. 
For the error detection and correction phase of the 

operation of which the present invention is pointed, the 
detection procedure substitutes the roots (a0. . . as) into 
a poly_nomial S(x) and checks for the vector ?eld ele 
ment 0 using the. The polynomial S(x)+E(x), wherein 
the latter term is an error polynomial. The detection 
apparatus calculates S(a') for all values 0-5 of i as fol 
lows: 

S(al) = Fax") + E(a') (3) 

From the above: 

F(a") = 6 (4) 

Since (4) is true, then equation (3) simpli?es to the 
other two terms in the equation. If no errors have oc 
curred in the code word, then: 

S(a") = 6 (s) 
The polynomials used herein are written in the gen 

eral form: 

00X0 + alX'. . . + a,,_2X"'z + a,,_‘X"‘1 (6) 

wherein any of the “a’s” are taken from the ?nite ?eld 
GF(24). 
For error detection and correction, assume that error 

e, occurred in the ith symbol, error e2 occurred in the jth 
symbol, and error e; occurred in the kth symbol; the ith 
symbol is the ?rst-appearing symbol in error, the jth the 
second-appearing symbol in error, and the kth the third 
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4 
appearing symbol in error. The three symbols in error 
need not be contiguous. As a result, the error polyno 
mial becomes: 

E(x) = ax" + ax!‘ + e,x" (7) 

To correct the errors, the roots have to be substituted 
into the error polynomial which obtains: 

1, = a"; 1, = (14-1, = a" (11) 

(ll — 13 are location vectors) 
Then, (9) becomes: 

Sat) = e, + :22 + 23 (12) 

S61 = ell, + e212 + e313 

Sal = ell,2 + @2122 + eslsz 

5,15 = all,5 + ezlzs + e3l3s 

The decoding-correcting problem consists of solving 
these nonlinear equations (12) for the unknowns e and I. 
In general, calculation of Sui determines the number of 
errors, then location vector 1 can be de?ned, the calcu 
lated location vector is substituted into Sai resulting in a 
linear system of equations. Then ej is determined and 
added to the received symbols in the position speci?ed 
by the error vector for correcting the symbol in error. 

Error location polynomials have been described by 
several people including Berlekamp, supra, and Peter 
son, “Error Correcting Codes,” MIT Press, 1961. Error 
location polynomials have a degree equal to the number 
of symbols to be corrected, i.e., equal to the number of 
symbols in error. Peterson has shown that Sai and the 
coefficients of the error location polynomial are related 
by a system of equations set forth below wherein the 
term “A” is a coef?cient of the error location polyno 
mial. 

Sac)“ + Salkz + $112)“ = Sag (13) 

Sat)»; + sazhz + Sash] = 5,14 

Sa2)\3 + Sash; + 5,14)»1 = gas 

The solution for the degree of the error location 
polynomial can be approached in one of two ways. 
First, determine whether or not there are three errors. 
This is done by placing the equations (13) in determi 
nant form and solving for the vectorU. If the result of 
the computation is 0, then three errors are not detected. 
If the result of the computation is nonzero, then there 
are three errors. The same can be done for two errors, 
for single errors, and for no errors. The reverse can also 
be achieved by ?rst calculating for zero errors, then one 
error, two errors, and three errors. Either procedure is 
completely satisfactory for practicing the present inven 
tion. However, the probability of having fewer errors is 
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greater than having a larger number of errors. There 
fore, the latter procedure can save time in error detec 
tion and correction procedures. 
Once the number of errors, i.e., the degree of the 

error location polynomial, has been determined, the 
coef?cients 7t,- of the polynomial are calculated. It is 
preferred for the present embodiment that the solution 
be in accordance with Cramer’s Rule. The equations in 
accordance with Cramer’s Rule are set forth below: 

SINGLE ERROR: A, = (sun/(sag) = 1, (14) 

(l5) DOUBLE ERROR: A, = 

TRIPLE ERROR: x, = (A/B); A; = (C/D); A; = 

(E/F); (16) 

Where: 
A = SaoSazSas + SaoSa3Sa4 + salsalsas + 

Sa1Sa2Sa4 Sa1SasSaa + Sa2Sa2Sas ‘ 

B = saosazsd + saosassaz + 5,115,115“ + 
5,125,125,; 

D = SuoSa2Sa4 + 8,105,135“: + 54,13,115“ + 
Sazsazsaz 

E = saasaasas + Sa1Sa4Sa4 + snlsaasas + 
SazSazSas 
= saosqzsad. + 5,105,138“: + Sa1Su1Su4 + 
sazsazsaz 

From the above, it is seen that for the single error 
case calculation of A1 results in the calculation of the 
location vector. However, in the double and triple error 
situations, the roots of the quadratic or cubic error 
location polynomial have to be extracted. While itera 
tive search techniques may be used for solution of the 
nonlinear set of equations, the time required for a given 
successful search is not always fully predictive. Of 
course, maximum search time is known. The root ex 
traction method employed by the present invention 
eliminates an iterative search. All functions are based 
upon algebraic calculations resulting in mathematically 
precise calculation times. The number of calculation 
steps in the apparatus and method is ?xed for a given 
number of errors and independent of the number of 
symbols in the codeword. As codewords become 
longer, i.e., the efficiency of the transmission of storage 
system is enhanced by reducing the percentage redun 
dancy, the iterative processes become increasingly long 
and inef?cient. It is also possible to simplify the logic 
requirements, hence, reduce costs. 
The bases of the invention reside in so-called af?ne 

polynomials which are a speci?c subclass of linearized 
polynomials as previously de?ned. Berlekamp, supra, 
also has shown that the roots of this special class of 
polynomials over ?nite ?elds can be found by the solu 
tion of simultaneous equations. Such polynomials have 
been referred to as “p-polynomials” and termed “linear 
ized polynomials” by Berlekamp. In the earlier version, 
the term “p” represents the characteristics of the ?nite 
?eld. A linearized polynomial L(x) takes the form of: 

L(x) = x2 + MX (17) 
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6 
In general linearized polynomials are in the form: 

The symbol 6 is a set containment symbol; A e B 
means A is on A element of set B. 

Berlekamp has shown that if: 
(19° a,‘ . . . 01m"l are standard bases of GF(p"'); such 

that for any akeGF(p"'): 

a" = Zorro + Z1a1+ . . . Z,,,_lcr"'_l (19) 

where Z,eGF(p). 
If L(x) is a linearized polynomial, then: 

(20) — 1 . 

Let) =7 5 0 ma» 

Using L(x) = X2+a1X where the roots and coeffici 
ent of the linearized polynomial lie in GF(2"') and using 
a generator polynomial: 

L(aS) : (a3)2 + al(a3) : n12 

The solution of the L matrix of (20) is shown in equa 
tion (22). 

From (22): (22A) 

L(ak) = [20212223] a): on 
M 

(22B) 

An af?ne polynomial is the difference of a linearized 
polynomial and a constant within ?nite ?eld GF(p"'). 
Such an af?ne polynomial is shown below: 

(23) 
(24) 

Therefore, equations (22) can be treated as af?ne 
polynomials. The roots are determined by setting the 
function to zero, making the constant at12 equal to the 
polynomial L(a"). From equations (20) and (22), the 
constant (matrix vector) at” is determined. This resolves 
the procedures to a linear system. The two solutions in 
GF(24) are R1 = a3 and R2 = 019, wherein R’s are the 
roots. Accordingly, if the polynomial F(x) was an error 
location polynomial, the vectors a3 and a9 are the two 
error location vectors. Since all of the above-described 
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two-error location polynomials are quadratics, they will 
also always be af?ne yielding a set of linear equations 
for determining error locations permitting straightfor 
ward algebraic designed apparatus and methods for 
error location procedures. 

Certain advantages can be achieved by reducing the 
form of the location polynomials such that the linear 
ized polynomial portion is the same for all error loca 
tions. This reduction in form allows the calculation of 
but one matrix [K] in solving the reduced quadratics for 
the two roots herein de?ned as Z1, Z2, wherein the roots 
of the original error location polynomial are: 

X1 = M2,; x, = 2.,2, (25) 

Reducin this eneral uadratic o1 nomial: 
X2 + >§X + A? q p y (25A) 

is achieved by dividing the polynomial by M2 and substi 
tuting Z and X/7t1 yielding: 

z2 + z = V0.3) (26) 

A further observation of quadratic polynomials in the 
?nite ?eld GF(p'") enables predicting all possible solu 
tions and storing same in a table look-up type of appara 
tus. 

It has been shown by Berlekamp and others that the 
quadratic over the ?nite ?eld GF(p'"): 

Z2 + Z + u = 0 (27) 

J 

has solutions in the ?nite ?eld if and only if the Trace 
function of p. is O and that the Trace value TR(p.) is: 

m-l P, (28) 
TR(p.) = [210 p. for p. e GF(p”') 

It turns out that one-half the ?eld elements of the 
?nite ?eld have a Trace of 0 and the other half have a 
Trace of 1. An interesting property of this trace func 
tion is that the sum of two ?eld eleme_nts whose Trace 
is the same regardless of whether it is O or T will have a 
Trace of 0. On the other hand, the sum of two ?eld 
elements_having different traces yield a sum having a 
Trace of 1. Accordingly, all those ?eld elements in this 
?nite ?eld having a Trace of U residue in a mathmatical 
subspace over GF(p). The number of ?eld elements in 
such a subspace is 2'"/ 2 or a subspace having a dimen 
sion of m—_l_. Accordingly, only those elements having 
a Trace of 0 have solutions in the ?nite ?eld GF(2'"). 
For solutions to exist, it has to be a member of the 
subspace; therefore, the term it is describable by a linear 
combination of m-l bases vectors. Further, the solu 
tions to equation (27) are linear combinations of the 
solutions to the quadratic equation: 

Z2 + z + a‘ = 0 for Oéiém-l (29) 

wherein a‘ are the basis vectors of the original ?nite 
?eld GF(Z’"). 

Finally, the basis for the two-error location polyno 
mial solution resides on the following procedure: 

(1) 0§i§(m— 1); the standard basis vectors of ?nite 
?eld GF(Z'"). 

(2) (IL is any element of ?nite ?eld GF(2'") having a 
Trace of _1. 

(3) Calculate Z,-such that_the following is true: 
z} + z, = a‘ for TR(a') = ‘0 (30) 
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(4) the constant term )1 in Ziz + Z, + u = 0 in the 
form U0. . . Um_1; then one root solution R1 to equation 
(27) is given by the calculation matrix: 

(31) 
Z0 
Z1 

[UoU1- - - Urn-l] = lRioRn - - - Rl(m-l)] 

(5) The second root solution R2 is given by the equa 
tion: 

R, = R, + a0 (32) 

(6) The root solution of the original error location 
polynomial then becomes: 

x1 = MR, (33) 

The resultant procedures for locating two symbols in 
error then become the following: 

(1) Calculate 7t‘, 7\,. 
(2) Calculate M/(Mz). 
(3) multiply the result of (2) above by the Z matrix of 

equation (31) yielding the ?rst root R1. 
(4) Sum R1 and a0 for obtaining R2. 
(5) Solve the error location equations (33) for obtain 

ing X1 and X2. 

LOCATING THREE SYMBOLS IN ERROR 

The three symbols in error location polynomial: 

x3 + xlxz + A,x + x, = 0 (34) 

is not an af?ne polynomial. Accordingly, it is not solved 
by simultaneous equations. Berlekamp has suggested 
multiplying the cubic error location polynomial equa 
tion by a suitable linear factor to produce a quartic 
which is af?ne. Such quartic could be solved by simul 
taneous equations; then the extra root is discarded. 
However, a separate parity tree must be generated for 
the three symbol in error location. 

In accordance with the teachings of this invention, 
the same parity tree can be used for three and four error 
location as for two error location. The same parity tree 
is the Z matrix of equation (31), also used in locating 
three and four symbols in error. 
To arrive at apparatus meeting the above criterion, 

equation (34) is ?rst modi?ed by substituting the terms 
X, + 7t, for X. The resultant equation is reduced to: 

is substituted for X, of equation (35). The equation is 
then reduced to: 
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Then, equation (37) is modi?ed by multiplying by Z3 
yielding: 

z6 = 2309., +>.,) + 0.3 + x2)! = o (38) 

Equation (38) can be changed to quadratic form to 
base Z3: 

making Z3 represented by W, the equation becomes: 

Equation (40) can be placed in reduced form by di 
viding by the term (Mk2 + >192; by making Y equal to 
W/(AIXZ + M), the entire equation becomes: 

which is an af?ne polynomial, the solution of which 
follows two symbol in error location polynomial above 
described. 

In solving equation (41), once the constant term is 
calculated, it is multiplied by the same mgtrix used in 
the two error case, i.e., the Z matrix of equation (31). 
This calculation obtains the ?rst root R1. R2 is solved in 
the same manner as set forth for the two symbol in error 
correction. 

This, of course, does not directly point to the three 
symbols in error. One of the roots R1, R2 is selected; 
and then a reverse calculation through the above substi 
tutions ?nds the roots of the original cubic error loca 
tion. In a three symbol in error situation, the R1 root is 
always ignored. That is, it is possible that the constant 
of equation (41) equals 0. In the two symbol in error 
situation, the quantity M/ M2 never will be the vector 1) 
if there are actually two symbols in error. This situation 
indicates that root R1 in the three symbol in error case 
could be 5. However, R2 will never be 6 provided the 
Z matrix of equation (31) is generated in a particular 
manner. That is, the Z matrix is constructed such that 
the ?rst column contains all zeroes. When multiplying 
with the Z matrix the ?rst bit of the answer vector must 
be zero. Then, adding a0 to the R1 answer vector, the 
?rst bit of the R2 answer vector is 1. Since a0 = [100 . 
..],a°+ R1 = [100...] + [0...] = [1...].Which 
means R2 is never 0. 

In the illustrative embodiment, the root R2 will al 
ways be solved for obtaining the roots of the original 
cubic three-symbol-in-error location polynominal. 
Based upon these selections, the methodology becomes: 

Calculate A‘, 712, A3. 
(2) Calculate the constant of equation (41). 
(3) Multiply the calculated constant by the Z matrix 

of equation (31) for ?nding root R1. 
(4) Calculate the root R2 as for the two symbol in 

error correction procedures. 
(5) Calculate the quantity R2 (A1)»; + M) making the 

calculation equal to K, K being a ?eld element of 
GF(2'") such that it has three cube roots, i.e., three 
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10 
unique ?eld elements up, (19, and 0H‘, all within ?nite 
?eld (GF(2'"). 

(6) Calculate the three cube roots of K. Such cube 
rooting can be on table look-up, circuit calculation, or 
program calculation. One of the roots on" can be stored 
or calculated with the other roots being calculated as 
follows: 

an : (a9) (an-nu) 

(42) 

(43) 

where n = 2'". 

(7) The three error locations l1, l2, and I; then become: 

1; = M + a“ + (M2 + was-1 

(44) 

ERROR PATTERN GENERATION 

Once the symbols in error have been located, the 
error pattern of each symbol has to be de?ned. Since the 
error location procedures of the present invention have 
employed solution of simultaneous equations and cer 
tain information has been developed useful for error 
pattern generation, apparatus and methods of the inven 
tion employ such information for de?ning the error 
patterns. From equations (12), based upon Cramer’s 
Rule, the three error patterns are de?ned as: 

G = 8.00.13: + 1.213) + S.1<l.1+ 1.» + 8.20. + I.) 

(45) 

H = 12132 + 12213 + 11132 + 11213 + 11122 + 11112 

V = Su0(l1I32) + 12213) + Sula]: + 132) + Sa2(Il + 
13) 

W = 12132 + [2213 + [1132 + 11213 + 11122 + 11212 

e3=el+e2+Sa0 

In the double error situation, 23 is 0 for the error 
pattern from equation (12). Take the ?rst two equations 
and the two left terms of the equations in solving for e, 
and e; of these two simultaneous equations, then the 
error pattern is de?ned as: 

e, = sao + e; (46) 

Finally, in the single error case, the error pattern is 
SOLO. The only remaining operation to be performed 
after decoding in accordance with the above theory of 
operation is to modulo two add the indicated error 
patterns to the indicated symbols in error. 

A FIRST EMBODIMENT 

Referring now more particularly to the drawing, like 
numerals indicate like parts and structural features in 
the various diagrams. All descriptions assume that the 
encoded message has been completed using known 
BCH encoding techniques. In all cases, there will be a 
number of data symbols, such as nine, with six check 
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symbols C1-C6. The description pertains to the decod 
ing, detection of errors, location of errors, and correc 
tion of errors based up on receiving such an encoded 
message from record medium 10. The message is sensed 
by transducer 11, then supplied through a demodulator 
12 for error processing. First, the encoded message is 
stored in a data storage unit 13 and, simultaneously, the 
message is decoded and errors detected by error detec 
tor and syndrome generator 14. Further, an error loca 
tor and pattern generator 15 locates the errors and gen 
erates error patterns as described in the “Theory of 
Operation”. In practice, and as shown herein, apparatus 
for embodying functions 14 and 15 can be shared or 
separate. Finally, the error patterns with the location of 
symbols in error are combined with signals from data 
storage 13 by error corrector 16 to supply correct data 
signals over line 17. Of course, with no errors, no action 
is taken by corrector 16 and data from storage 13 
merely passes through corrector 16 without alteration. 

Different length symbols and different length code 
words may be employed while practicing the present 
invention. The exercise of design choices is a function 
of so many variables that they will not be set forth 
herein. If a six-bit symbol were to be used with the 
present invention, the primative polynomial X6 + S + 
l is an advantageous polynomial to base the error detec 
tion and correction system upon. As a result, the gener 
ator polynomial would be: 

goo : x6 + Xsasa + X4a46 + Xsaw + XZaSI + _ 

xa’ + a” (47) 

Six check symbols are generated for handling three 
errors without ancillary pointers. Any primitive poly 
nomial can be used for generating the ?eld from which 
the code polynomial g(X) is obtained for effecting error 
detection and correction, and the error location of the 
present invention. The symbol ?eld has to be con 
strained as explained above. 

Referring next to FIG. 2, a programmed decoder is 
shown using ?eld element processor 20 sequenced 
under sequence control 21 shown and described later 
with respect to FIG. 3. A plurality of buffers is pro 
vided with the inputs to the ?eld element processor 20 
being the a, register 22 and the dj register 23. These 
registers receive signals from the three buffers 24, 25, 
and 26 respectively labeled code word data buffer, Sai 
buffer, and work buffer. Field element processor 20 
shown in FIG. 5 outputs to six output registers 31-36 
denominated as shown in the ?gure. Sequence control 
21 gates the output of ?eld element processor 20 to 
these registers for selecting which output is to be used 
and inserted either into the Saibuffer or the work buffer. 
For one computation of ?eld element processor 20, a 
plurality of results may be stored. It is to be understood 
that processor 20 operates in modulo 2 arithmetic yield 
ing results in the ?nite ?eld GF(P"‘). 
Sequence control 21 (shown in FIG. 3) executes a 

program of instructions, later described, for selecting 
the outputs of registers 31-36 which are the results of 
the calculations of ?eld element processor 20. A con 
trolling CPU (central processing unit) 40 actuates se 
quence control 21 by sending a set of instruction signals 
over cable 41 to set instruction counter IC to the ?rst 
address of a program to be executed. Simultaneously, a 
“go” signal received on line 41A of cable 41 actuates a 
clock 42 to supply timing pulses for sequencing the 
FIG. 2 illustrated apparatus in a known manner. The 
output signals from register IC go to a program contain 
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12 
ing read only memory (ROM) 43 which selects the 
register having an instruction word in a known manner. 
The instruction word is supplied to register 44 which 
staticizes same for one cycle of operation, as is well 
known. Register 44 supplies three outputs — a function 
output over cable 45 which selects the inputs of modulo 
GF(2") element processor 20 as being either 22 or 23, 
selects the switch of the output registers 31-36 to supply 
signals to one of the two buffers, or selects one of the 
three buffers 24-26 to supply data signals to one or both 
of the input registers 22 and 23. The sequence control 
contains two addresses, a source and destination ad 
dress. Each function has one source and one destination 
address, as will become apparent. 
The four functions executable by sequence control 21 

are WRITE (W), READ (R), CYCLE (C), and TEST 
(T). The WRITE function transfers signals from one of 
the output registers 31-36 to one of the three buffers 
24-26 in accordance with source and destination ad 
dress ?elds. The READ function transfers signals from 
one of the buffers 24-26 to one or both of the input 
registers 22 and 23. The CYCLE function transfers 
signals from processor 20 to all of the output registers 
31-36. It should be noted here that the WRITE function 
selects which output signal is to be stored in the respec 
tive buffers. TEST is a branch operation well known in 
the computer arts. 
The address ?elds for either source or destination are 

set forth in the table below, wherein the X’s indicate 
address ?eld in a buffer memory. 

Address Field 
Value Indication 

OXXX Work Buffer 26 - WB 
lXXX Syndrome Buffer 25 - SB 
2000 Register 22 
2001 Register 23 
2002 Registers 22, 23 
2003 Register 31 
2004 Register 32 
2005 Register 33 
2006 Register 34 
2007 Register 35 
2008 Register 36 
3XXX Data Buffer 24 - DB 

In the instruction level flowcharts below, the indica 
tion is used to signify the address value. The description 
assumes that CPU 40 has supervisory programs for 
invoking the error location and correction procedures 
described herein. Upon loading data over cable 50 into 
data buffer 24, CPU 40 initiates subroutine A to detect 
errors. This is done by supplying a “go” signal over line 
41A and setting the instruction counter IC by signals 
over cable 41 to address'0001. The instruction level 
?owchart below indicates the sequence of operation 
then invoked by sequence control 21. 

Subroutine A: Error Detection 

Sequence # Function Source Destination Subject 

3i+1 R SBi 22, 23 Syndrome i 
3i+2 C 22 33 . a,-= . 
3i+3 T 33 Sou-=0; No Branch 

Branch 

Error Exit 
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In the branch instruction with no error, an instruction 
supplies an interruption signal over line 51 setting inter 
rupt memory 52. Interrupt memory 52 disables clock 42 
preventing further action by the FIG. 2 illustrated appa 

14 
If a single error is detected, then the branch at 0069 is 

to address 0100 for executing Subroutine C. Instruction 
level Subroutine C is shown below. 

. . . . . 5 

ratus. ‘Simultaneously, the 1nterrupt1on signal ‘supplied Subroutine C: Locate and Correct Single Errors 
over llne 53 to CPU 40 lndlcates no error. Th1s action 0100-0109 . Ema; Only From Error Routine 
allows CPU 40 to proceed with data processing opera- Sequence _ I D . 
tions. Once an error is detected by detecting that one of # Funcm“ S°‘"°° Dest‘nm'm‘ subject 

the syndromes is non-zero, the control 21 automatically 818? g 33°23 204 
branches to the number of error routine at address 0019 10 0102 w 33' wB13 $24 
in ROM 43. This is done by decode circuit 54 respond- 813: g 33:13 31,313 
ing to the TEST signal received over line 55 from regis- 0105 C 22, 23 31 ‘Error Location 
ter 33, as will be later described, transferring an en- 0106 R DB'S1So—1 22 gym IHDBS S 
coded ROM address based upon the present address of 15 0107 R 530 23 5;)“: gm ‘ °_' 
IC. For example, if any address with 00 in the left two 0108 C 22, 23 32 EP+DBS,g0-1 
digits results in a successful test on line 55, decode 54 0109 w 32 DB‘SlS°" Cmected yte 
supplies address 0019. The branch indication is also 
provided by the third digit being less than ?ve. CPU 40 enters a data transmittal program. 
To determine the number of errors, sequence control 20 If, on the other hand, two errors are detected, the 

21 executes Subroutine B, Number of Errors Routine, branch at 0069 is to address 0200 with the lnstructlon 
as set forth below; level ?owchart below. 

b f , N b f E - Subroutine D: Locate and Correct 
S“ mu me B 11111193629 trots Routme 25 Double Error - 0200 - Enter Only From Error Routine 

- - - - Sequence Func Sequence # Funcnon Source Destmation Subject # “on source Destination subject 

0019 R 532 22’ 23 0200 W 33 W313 WEB 
0020 c 22 23 31 s 2 2 0201 R 5B1 22 S1 
0021 W 31’ W30 s22 0202 R 532 23 S1 
0022 R 830 23 S2 0203 c 22, 23 31 sls2 
0023 c 22 23 31 s°s 30 0204 w 31 WB“ 5181 
0024 W 323 I \ o z 0205 R 533 23 s3 
0025 R WHO 2:31 Egg?) 0206 c 22, 23 31 5,53 

0207 W 31 W315 S183 0026 C 22, 23 31 S23 0203 R 5130 22 5 
0°27 W 31 WBZ 5:3 0209 c 22, 23 31 sgs3 
0018 R WBI 22 S082 0210 W 31 WB16 sos3 
0029 R 534 23 54 35 0211 R WB16 22 W316 
0030 c 22, 23 31 soszs4 0212 R W314 23 W314 
0031 W 31 W33 $05254 0213 c 22, 23 32 WB14+WB16 

2 s31 3 22 SI 0214 W 32 WB17 $gl4+WBl6 
22, 2 31 s,s4 0215 R W315 22 5 

0034 W 31 W34 s s 0216 R W80 23 WBO 
0035 R W34 23 sis: 0217 c 22, 23 32 WBO+WB1S 
0036 c 22, 23 31 S1284 40 0218 W 32 WBlS WBO+WB15 
0037 W 31 535 51254 0219 R W313 22 W313 
0038 R s33 22, 23 s, 0220 R W317 23 W317 
0039 c 22, 23 31 s3 0221 c 22, 23 31 (W313) (WB17) 
0040 W 31 W136 532 0222 W 31 W319 ‘(l/$31183) (WB17) 
0041 R W36 23 W36 0223 R “"318 2 
0042 R 530 22 S 0224 c 22, 23 31 (WB18) (WB19) 
0043 C 22’ 23 31 S°S 2 45 0225 W 31 WB20 (WB18) (W319) 
0044 w 31 W37 5°52 0226 R WB19 22, 23 WB19 
0045 R W37 22 09337 022; C 22' 23 31 1 $53: 
0046 R W35 23 W35 022 W 31 Wm B 
0047 c 22, 23 32 WB7+WB5 0029 R W321 22 WBZLI 

0230 c 22 WB21 
$3 v]: $5133 gm @EZJFWBS 0231 W 33 WB22 W321-l 
0050 R Wm 22 WBZ 50 0232 R W322 23 W322 

0051 c 22, 23 32 WB2+WB3 832 g, 23 $11,323 gig ‘1! 33,39 239 wggi'wm 0235 R W320 22 W320 
0236 c 22, 23 31 (W320(W322) 0054 R W138 23 WB8 

0055 c 22, 23 32 WB8+WB9 02:7 w in‘, wm“ $7330) (W822) 0056 W 02 s R 324 22 32 
230 c 22 23 36 M 32 0057 R 02310 22,810 $33?’ W139 55 0240 w 36’ W30 (Q2/1322 

0058 C 22, 23 33 3-Erro1's? 0241 R W30 22 W30 
gig ; £3 1 '21'2=21§ 0300 21811011 0242 R W323 23 W323 

1 1 0243 c 22, 23 32 WBO+WB23 
0061 C 22. 23 31 $12 0244 W 32 WBl W30+W323 
0062 W 31 W311 S|2 0245 R WB19 23 W319 

$22 % “1112113111 $311 60 0246 C 22, 23 31 (WB19) (WBO) 
247 W 31 W32 (W319) (WBO) 

0065 c 22, 23 32 W31 +WB11 0249 R Wm 22 W31 (W32=1,) 
0066 W 32 WB12 WB1+W311 0249 c 22, 23 31 (W31) (W319) 
0067 R W312 22 W312 0250 w 31 W33 (W81) (WB19) 
0068 0 22,23 33 2-Errors (WB = 
0069 T 33 T= 1; 0200 Branch 0251 R W32 22 W32 

T=0; 0100 0252 R s30 23 s 
65 0253 c 22, 23 31 (3)0) (W32) 

0254 W 31 WB4 (so) (WB2) 
The above Subroutine calculates the denominator in 0255 R WB3 23 WB3 

0256 c 22, 23 32 WB2+WB3 (15) and (16) and tests them. 0257 W 32 W35 W32+W33 
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-continued 

Subroutine E: Locate and Correct Triple Error 
0300-0631 - Entered Only From Error Routine 

Sequence 
# Function Source Destination Subject 5 

0613 R WB33 23 
0614 C 22, 23 32 el+e2 
0615 W 32 WB32 el+e2 
0616 R WB32 23 el+ez 
0617 R 8130 22 S0 
0618 C 22, 23 32 10 
0619 W 32 WB27 e3 
0620 R DB-WB6 22 Byte in 

Error - Il 
0621 R wB37 23 e1 
0622 C 22, 23 32 eI +(DB-WB6) 
0623 w 32 DB-WB‘ Corrected 

Data Byte 15 
0624 R DB-WB8 23 Byte in 

Error-l2 
0625 R W833 22 62 
0626 C 22, 23 32 e2+(DB-WB8) 
0627 W 32 DB-WB8 Corrected 

Data Byte-l2 
0628 R DB-WBO 23 Byte in 20 

Error-l3 
0629 R WB27 22 e3 
0630 C 22, 23 32 e3+(DB-WB0) 
0631 W 32Z . DB-WBO Corrected 

Data Byte-l3 

_ 25 

CPU“ enters a data transmittal program. 
Subroutine E above invokes the principles of the 

present invention including the application of linearized 
and af?ne polynomials for indicating errors. 
The present invention is equally applicable to locat- 30 

ing and correcting four symbols in error. Rather than 
repeat any of the above descriptions, the machine algo 
rithm for achieving four symbol in error location is 
briefly explained. Such a code is Distance 9. The mes 
sage has eight rather than six check characters. The 
decoder operates with eight syndromes rather than six. 
Otherwise, the decoder hardware is identical. 

Locating and correcting four symbols in error re 
quires solving the quartic: 

35 

(47) 

for its 4 roots; the roots are the error locations. The 
description assumes the coef?cients A1, A2, A3, A4 were 
determined from the syndrome equations. Substitute: 45 

A 48 
y = x + ( + )i ( ) 

1 

into equation (47) to yield: 50 

22 A A (49) y‘+xlf+yz(>tg>lt+>tz)+—i%+%+>t,=o 
l 

55 
This action removes the linear term from (47). Then 

substitute: 
)1: V2 (50) 

into equation (49) to produce: 60 

(51) 
1 A1 ()‘3 Al + A2) 33 MA: _ 
z‘+ :3 + Z2 + A} + M +M'C 

65 
Then; multiply (51) by z4 to produce: 
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A2 
1+ 2,2 + (2524 + Agz1+ (—Z 

A, 2, 

This action removes the cubic term from (49) and (52) 
is af?ne polynomial. Then, multiply (52) by: 

1 (53) 
>~§ W»: 
(T T + ‘4 

to produce: 

(54) 

Ag + M2 + A 1 
At )‘1 3 
M 1 

z + 
)3, A3)»; + 2% A3)»; A 
2% + )‘1 4 H M ‘ 

Then let: 

55 
A 6m + o ‘ ) 

4 2% >\ 

B A] (56) 

( a m. + A J 4 A} >~ 

c _ 1 (57) 

Then (54) simplies to: 

Assuming that (58) can be written as the product of 
two quadratic factors. 

Then, multiply the two quadratic factors together to 
produce: 

0 + z‘ + z’(I+K) + 226" + n + Kl) + 2(lm + nK) 
+ nm (60) 

Equating the coef?cients produces: 

1+ K = 0 (61) 

m + n + K1= A (62) 

Im + nK = B (63) 

mn = c (64) 

Since the ?elds have the characteristic 2, l + K = 0 
implies that l=K. The above system then reduces to 

m+n+K2=A (62A) 

K (m + n) = B (63A) 

mn = C (64A) 
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m + n = B/K (66) 

mn + C (64) 

From the above: 

K2 + A = B/K (67) 

MultilpalylinAgxby I}? produces: (68) 

or K3+AK+B=0 (69) 

The addition and subtraction operations are the same. 
Substitute: K = I + (A/I) into (69) to produce: 

13 + (AW) + B = o (70) 

mumgli' gel gig i=3 0 (71) 

Now in terms of P (71) can be written as a quadratic. 

(11)z + B(I3) + A3 = 0 (72) 

divid?élilfl (232MB) + (As/B1) = 0 (13) 

Then, in equation (73), substitute q = (P/B) 

q’ + q = (As/B2) (74) 

From the previous description for locating two error 
and three errors, equation (74) can be solved for its two 
roots by multiplying A3/B2 by the matrix [M], whose 
construction has been described before. Therefore, the 
two roots of (74) are: 

41 = [As/B] [M1 (76) 

q, = q, + 1° (77) 

Then, by back substitution: 
13 _ Bq (78) 

For error location either q, or qz are usable to obtain 
13; the description uses q;: 

13 = 3112 

One of the cube roots of P can be obtained either by 
table lookup or logic circuits having calculated I (any 
cube root will do) the below equation obtains K. 

K = 1+ (A/I) 

The term K is one of the coefficients of the quadratic 
factors. 
Next the terms m, n are to be obtained from equation 

(64)= 

n = (c/m) (79) 

Substituting (79) into equation (66) produces 

in + (c/m) = B/K (80) 

multiplying (80) by m: 

(81) 
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Dividing (81) by Bz/K2 produces 

(82) 
'21 are + ; -0 
7? K ? 

In 82 substitutin = m/B/K roduces ( })+f+ (C/Bz/gKg =0( )1) (83) 

Equation (83) is a reduced af?ne polynomial whose 
roots can be found by multiplying (CK2/B2) times the 
matrix [M]. The roots are then 

(84) 

f1 = [-c;,"i]tm 

f2 = f1 + (1° (85) 

Back nsurbstitlzaugon yields: (86) 

and then n can be determined from equation (64). 
The coefficients of the quadratic factors set forth at 

(69) are de?ned in terms of the original 7t,-. The roots of 
equation (58) are now available by solving the] two 
quadratics by reducing same to reduced af?ne polyno 
mials: 

z2 + Kz+m= 0 (87) 

compare with equation (27) and (41). 
Divide (87) by K2 to obtain: 

22 (88) 
n + i + % = ° 

Let 
g = (z/k) (39) 

Substitutin 89 into 88 ields: 

in = [In/K2] [M] (91) 

82 = 81 + a0 (92) 

Since 
22 + Kz + n = 0 (93) 

(compare with equation (87)) divide by K2 to obtain 
zz/Kz + z/K + 71/162 = 0. (94) 

Let 
I1 = (z/K) to Obtain: (95) 

k2 + h + (ll/K2) = o. (96) 

en: 
h, = [ll/K2] [M] (97) 

h, = h, + (1° (98) 

Back substituting, the four roots of (58) are: 
Z1 = K81 (99) 

I: = K82 (100) 

23 = K83 (101) 

14 = K84 (102) 
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The four roots of the original error location polyno 
mial are: 

1 M i (103) 

II = z + T‘ 

1 M 1 (10s) 
'1 = 2: + T. 

l A: i (106) 

'1 = 27 + T 

identifying the locations of the four symbols in error. 

EXAMPLE OF ONE CALCULATION 
PROCEDURE 

‘ 107 

c 1 1 0 A3 MA’ 1, ( ) 
a cu ate - A? + M + 4 

Calculate 0 = (Mk1 + M) (108) 

109 
Calculate R = woaT ( ) 

1. 

Calculate qrl = [R] [M] (110) 

Calculate q2 = ql + do (111) 

)t Calculate I3 = —l0q-2- (112) 

Lookup or Calculate I (113) - 

Calculate k = I + (114) 

z 115 
Calculate F = K ' 0 ( ) 

1i 

Calculate fl = [F] [M] (116) 

Calculate f2 = fl + 11° (117) 

fill (118) 
Calculate n = O _ K 

Calculate m = 1 (119) 
0 - n 

Calculate a = L- (‘20) 
K2 

Calculate gl = [G] [M] (121) 

Calculate g; = g, + do (122) 

Calculate H = n (123) 
K: 

Calculate I:l = [H] [M] (124) 

Calculate h, = h, + a” (125) 

Calculate 21 = Kgl (125) 

z; = Kgz (127) 

z; = Kb, (128) 

24 = Kit; (129) 
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-continued 

A; i 
Calculate J = ——-—A 

l 

The error locations are 
1, = z,—1 + J (131) 

1, = z,—1 + J (132) 

1, = z,—1 + J (133) 

1, = 2;‘ + J (135) 

While the invention has been particularly shown and 
described with reference to preferred embodiments 
thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art 
that various changes in form and details may be made 
therein without departing from the spirit and scope of 
the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. For an error locating decoder, means receiving a 

given number of data symbols and 2N check symbols, N 
being a positive integer, means generating 2N error 
syndrome signals using said received symbols and based 
upon a predetermined generator polynomial; 
means including generator polynomial means refeiv 

ing said data and 2N check symbols for, indicating 
the number of symbols in error, up to N symbols in 
error; 

the improvement being an error location apparatus, 
in combination: 

means realizing an af?ne polynomial for receiving 
said 2N syndrome signals to generate a predeter 
mined ‘number of root symbol signals; 

means selecting said root symbol signals exhibiting a 
predetermined Trace function; and 

means combining said selected root symbol signals 
with said syndrome signals to indicate error loca 
tion. 

2. Error location apparatus; 
means for receiving error syndrome signals relatable 

to N symbols in error, N is an integer of two or 
greater, 

the improvement including the combination: 
a syndrome buffer element for storing up to 2N syn 
drome signals, 

a work buffer store element 
an a’ register element 
an 111 register element 
a ?nite ?eld element processor for receiving signals 
from said registers for supplying ?nite ?eld result 
signals, ‘ 

a data signal buffer element, 
sequence means connected to all above-mentioned 

elements for testing operations thereof and trans 
ferring signals therebetween, 

said sequence means including a control store for 
storing program control signals de?ning an af?ne 
polynomial relationship between said syndrome 
signals whereby said above-mentioned elements 
interact in accordance with said af?ne polynomial 
relative to de?ne symbols in error, and 

a single parity tree element in said ?nite element 
processor element element for use with any num 
ber of symbols in error. 

it i i i i 
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